IHS TECHNOLOGY INTELLIGENCE SERVICE

Connectivity in
Consumer, Mobile and IT
FEATURED TOPICS
 WLAN global overview and
competitive landscape
 Bluetooth's role in the
Internet of Things
 WLAN in the smart home
 WLAN and Bluetooth in
consumer applications
 Bluetooth global overview
and competitive landscape
 WLAN and Bluetooth in
emerging applications
 WLAN and Bluetooth in
Automotive

Market forecasts on wireless technology adoption,
highlighting key shifts that will occur in the high-speed
wireless landscape, focused on Ethernet, Wi-Fi and
Classic and Smart Ready Bluetooth®
Real time access to a continuous flow of research across geographies,
topics and application areas:
Market Trackers
Historic and forecasted,
delivered quarterly in Excel and
in IHS TRAX®, an online
analysis tool.

Reports

Market Insights
Frequent analyst commentary on
product launches, market news
and analysis.

Analyst Access
For prompt responses to urgent
and unique questions.

Topical reports addressing key focus
areas, market size and industry-level
analysis.

Clients of this Intelligence Service will receive
Connectivity in Consumer, Mobile and IT Tracker –
an online database, delivered quarterly, providing
estimates and forecasts in the high-speed wireless
industry.
Market intelligence analysis– quarterly analysis of the
quantitative forecast data provided in the tracker.
Analyst inquiry – Access to lead analyst for prompt
responses to inquiries regarding data, key issues,
methodology and other questions.

Topical reports – a series of in-depth, focused topical
reports providing analysis on both existing and emerging
opportunities in the high-speed wireless industry.
Analyst insights – Event-driven analyst insights that
provide expert opinions and timely commentary on key
issues and trends driving high-speed wireless adoption.

Research Coverage
Technologies

Markets

802.11 a/b/g
802.11 n
802.11 ac
802.11 ad
Bluetooth Classic/Smart Ready
Ethernet
GPS
NFC
FM

Communications
Consumer electronics
Home networking
PCs and tablets
Automotive

Devices
Mobile handsets
Mobile PCs
Desktop PCs
Tablets
Headsets
MFPs
PC peripherals

Digital cameras
Digital camcorders
PMPs
Video game consoles
Video game controllers
Handheld game consoles
E-readers

Digital picture frames
TVs
DVD players
Set top boxes
Cable modems
xDSL modems
VDSL modems

PNDs
Automotive head units
WLAN client access
WLAN access points/
bridge routers

Time Periods

Measurements

Measurement Segments by…

Five-year annual forecast
Two-year quarterly forecast
History from 2002

Unit shipments
IC shipments
Unit revenues
IC revenues
ASP
WLAN market share
Bluetooth market share

Market
Technology
MIMO
Configuration
IC integration level

Topical Report Coverage
WLAN global overview and competitive landscape
Bluetooth's role in the Internet of Things
WLAN in the smart home
WLAN and Bluetooth in consumer applications

Bluetooth global overview and competitive landscape
WLAN and Bluetooth in emerging applications
WLAN and Bluetooth in Automotive

For more information
technology.ihs.com
Tel: +1 844 301-7334
technology_us@ihs.com
technology_apac@ihs.com
technology_emea@ihs.com

ABOUT IHS
IHS is a global information company with world-class experts in the pivotal areas shaping today’s business
landscape: energy, economics, geopolitical risk, sustainability and supply chain management. We employ
more than 8,700 people in more than 31 countries around the world.
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